
Monday 18-02-08 Operations Meeting Minutes

February 20, 2008

Present: Gianluca, Roberto, Raja, Umberto, Marianne, Joel, Philippe, Nick,
Marcos, Matvey, Andrei, Stuart, Daniela, Andrei, Marco, Alexei.

Production issues at T1 sites

GRIDKA: All the jobs are stalled. The job pilot status remains on running
until the job aborts for different grid error.
IN2P3: lhcbsgm credential were used. There fore several jobs failed because of
wrong attributes.
NIKHEF: Same scenario of IN2P3, but this time it was not possible to get the
logging info for the aborted pilots (it seems that the proper certificate is missing
in the proxy repository) CNAF: No activity.
CERN: Some jobs report about failed tot transfer to CERN Castordebug. This
is not really the real cause, an a deeper investigation is needed (Gianluca).
PIC: Several jobs in Exceeding max staging retries. It must be understood if
this is related with the migration or not. RAL:

Mixing different voms proxy roles

Andrei has implemented a fix in the test system allowing a user to have different
proxies according to his activity (SAM or production, for example). A few test
jobs to verify the possibility of running both production and SAM activity
are necessary before the implementation of the same “trick” on the production
instance.

RAL migration

The migration is in progress. Tim Folks is working together with Marianne to
coordinate the job transfer submission one a tape is mounted. The last mounted
tape was 1428.
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PIC Migration

Esther has provided to Marianne the lists of files. Marianne is going to register
all the replicas in the LFC.

dCache failures

It seems that dCache is failing at Lyon and Gridka.

Stripping production

Marcos will help Marco to submit the new stripping. Marcos has performed a
similar task during Xmas break.

Twiki and eLog

Production manager and operation support needs to update the production
twiki page and the eLog to have a coherent status of current and past issues.
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